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tion meant justice.
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time-
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representation of civil society, through civil-

of action there would be only talking, he

party-lawyers in court, mirrors an unknown

said, and while he had hoped that the ECCC
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Shifting from a general to a more particular
Finally the rulings of the ECCC can contrib-
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ing of definitions in international criminal
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nority in the disputed Kampuchea Krom region in Vietnam, who are still frequently
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human rights abuses of the social and cultural

rights

of

indigenous

communities

which are seriously disadvantaged by difference in language, choice of livelihood and
therefore access to legal resources were
discussed.

Perspectives were rounded by

rather general considerations on the Protection of Minorities in International Criminal
Law and considerations on developments in
corporate criminal liability.
Concluding Remarks:

Finally, after two days of intense and vital
discussion on an academically very high
level Prof. Dr. Jörg Menzel closed the conference, thanking all the participants for
their great interest and the commitment
they brought into the Forum.

